About our Project

• We will be creating a website that can track students progress through analysis of their tasks used and unused. It will also try to provide a simple way for teachers to give the students work to complete by specific time period and assign various types of assignments based on the teachers chosen subjects.
What gave us the idea?

Aeries
Student information Systems

Blackboard
Brandon

- Will be working mostly back-end with the database.
- Will be using MySQL
- Login & Subject Tables
Patrick

- Will be selecting our core subjects that will be used in our website.
- Will also be designing the structure of our websites using HTML, CSS.
Christy

Will be creating the login and registration pages process using html and php.

Will be creating a email confirmation page that verifies the users identity.
- Will be developing and designing the front-end using HTML, CSS and possible bootstrap templates.
- Will be starting with the student side of the front-end, starting by creating designs of how the website could be structured and what areas from both Blackboard and Aeries we plan to incorporate.